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Cyberinfrastructure, Science Gateways, 
Campus Bridging, and Cloud Computing

INTRODUCTION

Computers accelerate our ability to achieve scientific 
breakthroughs. As technology evolves and new research 
needs come to light, the role for cyberinfrastructure as 
“knowledge” infrastructure continues to expand. This 
article defines and discusses cyberinfrastructure and the 
related topics of science gateways and campus bridg-
ing; identifies future challenges in cyberinfrastructure; 
and discusses challenges and opportunities related to 
the evolution of cyberinfrastructure, “big data” (data-
centric, data-enabled, and data-intensive research and 
data analytics), and cloud computing.

BACKGROUND

The evolution of cyberinfrastructure as a concept 
spans some three decades. The earliest references in 
1976 (Sorkin, 2006) and in a Clarke and Hunker press 
briefing (1998) mention “cyber-infrastructure” in the 
context of cyber threats and cybersecurity.

Cyberinfrastructure in today’s sense originated in 
the NSF-funded supercomputer centers program of 
the 1980s (National Science Foundation, 2006). The 

NSF centers delivered and supported supercomputers, 
which were generally accessed individually, often with 
users logging into a system that served as a front end 
to such supercomputers. Using multiple supercomput-
ers in concert was at first practically impossible. This 
began to change in the late 1980s. Projects such as 
the CASA testbed, (Messina, 1991a, 1991b) linked 
multiple supercomputers together to support distributed 
scientific workflows. The NASA Information Power 
Grid (Johnston, Vaziri, & Tanner, 2001) provided a 
production grid of multiple supercomputers connected 
by a high-speed network.

These two projects advanced the grid concept in 
computer science and computational science. The com-
puting architecture implied in the term made intuitive 
sense. An early definition of grid computing reads:

A computational grid is a hardware and software 
infrastructure that provides dependable, consistent, 
pervasive, and inexpensive access to high-end com-
putational capabilities. (Foster & Kesselman, 1998)

Other grid types based on function include data 
grids and collaboration grids. Semantic grids and 
peer-to-peer systems are grids distinguished by the 
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characteristics of the protocols and interactions between 
components (Fox, 2006).

At the turn of the century two major projects de-
veloped major grid infrastructure in the USA. Three 
different projects developing grid technology to analyze 
data for physics data led to today’s Open Science Grid 
(Open Science Grid, 2013). In 2001, the NSF funded 
the TeraGrid, computational, storage, and visualization 
resources in a grid that spanned the US.

The term “cyberinfrastructure” in its sense of 
knowledge infrastructure was introduced in 2001 by 
Dr. Ruzena Bajcsy in her charge to a National Science 
Foundation Advisory Panel led by Dr. Daniel Atkins. 
She wished to “create a program on cyberinfrastruc-
ture that would involve the broader computer science/
information technology community” (Bajcsy, 2013). 
According to Freeman (2007) this effort “led to the 
creation of a term for infrastructure that attempts to 
capture the integration of computing, communications, 
and information for the support of other activities 
(especially scientific in the case of NSF).” The NSF 
report created by the Atkins-led NSF Advisory Panel 
“Revolutionizing Science and Engineering Through 
Cyberinfrastructure,” now known as “the Atkins re-
port,” clarified: “The newer term cyberinfrastructure 
refers to infrastructure based upon distributed computer, 
information and communication technology. If infra-
structure is required for an industrial economy, then 
we could say that cyberinfrastructure is required for a 
knowledge economy” (Atkins et al., 2003a).

Indiana University staff developed a definition 
more specific in terms of identifying components 
and function.

Cyberinfrastructure consists of computing systems, 
data storage systems, advanced instruments and data 
repositories, visualization environments, and people, 
all linked together by software and high performance 
networks to improve research productivity and enable 
breakthroughs not otherwise possible. (Stewart, 2007)

The EDUCAUSE Campus Cyberinfrastructure 
Working Group and the Coalition for Academic Scien-
tific Computation developed a definition based which 
includes teaching and learning:

Cyberinfrastructure consists of computational systems, 
data and information management, advanced instru-

ments, visualization environments, and people, all 
linked together by software and advanced networks to 
improve scholarly productivity and enable knowledge 
breakthroughs and discoveries not otherwise possible. 
(Dreher et al., 2009)

CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE TODAY

Cyberinfrastructure is distinguished from other IT terms 
and concepts by the following elements:

• Geographically distributed IT resources, ex-
pressed in the phrase “linked together by soft-
ware and […] networks”

• People
• Capabilities advanced enough to create “knowl-

edge breakthroughs not otherwise possible.”

Examples

One of today’s largest single examples is the eXtreme 
Science and Engineering Discovery Environment 
(XSEDE), “…the most advanced, powerful, and robust 
collection of integrated advanced digital resources and 
services in the world.” This NSF-supported project 
replaces and expands on the NSF TeraGrid project, 
and is used by more than 10,000 scientists, teachers, 
and students (XSEDE, 2013a). 

XSEDE exemplifies a large-scale infrastructure.

• It is a “single virtual system that scientists can 
use to interactively share computing resources, 
data, and expertise” (XSEDE, 2013b). It en-
ables breakthroughs that would otherwise not 
be possible.

• It is physically distributed and tied together by 
networks (Figure 1).

• Expert support staff are critical.

Other examples of government-funded cyberinfra-
structure projects include:

• The Open Science Grid data analysis cyberin-
frastructure of thousands of smaller computers. 
It enabled analysis of Large Hadron Collider 
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data, including evidence of the Higgs Boson 
that resulted in a Nobel Prize (Open Science 
Grid, 2013).

• PRACE (the Partnership for Advanced 
Computing in Europe, 2010) is building a pan-
European cyberinfrastructure facility that in-
cludes the largest supercomputers accessible to 
most EU scientists.

Not all cyberinfrastructure systems are government 
funded. BOINC is a distributed computing grid of pri-
vately owned computers (BOINC, 2013). Though the 
nature of the network connecting the computers limits 
types of research calculations, as of 2011, BOINC’s 
computational capability was among the largest in the 
US (Welch et al., 2011). Cyberinfrastructure has been 
widely adopted in the private sector, particularly in 
advanced engineering, medicine and pharmaceuticals, 
mining and oil exploration, finance, and manufacturing 
(Tabor Griffin Communications 1998).

Cyberinfrastructure may also serve to support a 
particular scientific domain or application. A special-
ized cyberinfrastructure was developed to support 
Operation IceBridge (OIB) (NASA, 2013), in which 
planes use sophisticated radar systems to study polar 

ice and map the bedrock base in Greenland and Antarc-
tica. OIB (Figure 2) uses an in-plane computation and 
data storage cluster for real-time analysis of multiple 
radar data sources. Data are duplicated in flight and 
again when the plane lands. Analyzed data are com-
municated to North America via satellite. When the 
mission is complete raw data and data products are 
shipped back to the US. 

OIB enables breakthroughs not otherwise possible. 
The in-plane cyberinfrastructure expert analyzes im-
ages, helps researchers identify polar features, and 
detects radar problems in real time.

Components of Cyberinfrastructure

Supercomputers and data resources are described in 
other articles (cf. HPSS - High Performance Storage 
System (2012), Walgenbach, Simms, Miller, and West-
neat (2010)). Other components are described below.

Middleware is defined by the NSF as follows.

Middleware refers to the software that is common to 
multiple distributed applications and is built atop the 
network transport layer and the operating system. 
Middleware manages interactions between remote 
resources and hides the underlying complexity so that 

Figure 1. The eXtreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment (XSEDE, 2012). (© 2012, XSEDE. Used 
with permission.)
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rapid development of new networked applications is 
enabled (National Science Foundation, 2004). 

The Globus toolkit (Foster, 2005; Globus Online, 
2013) is a middleware software suite whose functions 
include authentication and secure access to remote 
computing systems and data. Middleware includes 
scientific workflow systems that orchestrate the coordi-
nated use of cyberinfrastructure and automate complex 
analyses. Examples include Apache Airavata (Marru 
et al., 2011), Kepler (Ludäscher et al., 2006), Taverna 
(Taverna, 2012), and Pegasus (Deelman et al., 2005).

Visualization systems — hardware (display sys-
tems, visualization computer systems, and interac-
tion devices) and software (applications, libraries, 
middleware, and data format standards) — facilitate 
the visual understanding of data. A person must engage 
with the system.

Visualization was one of the earliest cyberinfra-
structure components to promote distributed applica-

tions and high levels of interoperability, largely because 
of the network of homogeneous CAVE Automatic 
Virtual Environments (CAVEs) and smaller devices 
using similar software launched in the last half of the 
1990s (NCSA, 2001). Users at multiple sites could 
synchronously interact with the same data sets and 
observe remote participants via virtual avatars while 
communicating over IP-based audio and video channels. 
CAVEs and similar devices introduced new capabilities 
for understanding complex 3D and 4D data from other 
cyberinfrastructure resources. Cost and scarcity limited 
their impact on day-to-day scientific investigation. In 
the 2000s came affordable PC-based graphics cards 
and digital light processing (DLP) projectors, and the 
subsequent powerful GPU cards and high-definition, 
stereoscopic flat panel displays. Consumer-level tech-
nologies spurred a range of innovative systems for ste-
reoscopic (Geowall Consortium, 2006; Wernert et al., 
2005) and ultra-resolution visualization (SourceForge, 
2006), democratizing advanced visualization systems 

Figure 2. NASA Operation IceBridge Field Radar Data Processing Service. OIB cyberinfrastructure is a refinement 
of work begun by some of the authors with Geoffrey Fox (Guo, Singh, & Pierce, 2009; Hayden, Fox, & Gogineni, 
2007)
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and techniques. Figure 3 shows a CAVE diagram and 
an ultra-high resolution tiled wall assembled from 
commodity HD televisions.

People are key, especially experts in what the NSF 
refers to as computational and data-enabled science and 
engineering (NSF Advisory Committee for Cyberin-
frastructure Task Force on Grand Challenges, March 
2011) in pushing the evolution of cyberinfrastructure 
to frontiers.

Science gateways are “a community-specific set of 
tools, applications, and data collections that are inte-
grated together via a portal or a suite of applications” 
that can “support a variety of capabilities including 
workflows, visualization as well as resource discovery 
and job execution services” (Wilkins-Diehr, 2007). 
They help democratize access and enable the intuitive 
use of sophisticated systems. For example, in summer 
2012 a 15-year-old student used NSF supercomputers 
through a science gateway to win his high school sci-
ence fair (Graham, 2012).

Gateways serve unique communities, such as data 
discovery, management, and access (the Earth System 
Grid); some focus on computational requirements 
and workflows (GridChem); others (nanoHUB) have 
powerful collaborative aspects.

Gateways are often associated with larger-scoped 
research activities and may outlive the original project. 
The NSF-funded Cyberinfrastructure for Phylogenetic 
Research (CIPRES, 2003-2008) project enabled large-
scale phylogenetic reconstructions. CIPRES is the 
most-used XSEDE science gateway, providing scalable, 

high performance versions of life sciences applica-
tions through a simple browser interface, so users can 
investigate problems without needing to understand 
the underlying cyberinfrastructure.

Scientific workflow systems used within a science 
gateway execute remote applications or capture details 
about a simulation so it can be reproduced. A com-
position tool allows scientists to create workflows for 
specific types of scientific computation. Workflows 
can then be deposited into an online registry service. 
Science gateways allow scientists to run the workflows 
and inspect results stored with an archive service.

Peer-to-peer (P2P) computing, in which a group of 
different computers connected by an overlay network 
act as peers (Schollmeier, 2001) has similarities with 
grid computing and could be a cyberinfrastructure 
component. The sense of “peers” distinguishes P2P 
computing from the heterogeneity in the definition of 
cyberinfrastructure.

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Cloud Computing and Big Data

Cloud computing and big data present cyberinfrastruc-
ture challenges and opportunities. According to the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST),

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 
convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool 

Figure 3. At left is a CAVE, a room-scale visualization environment. At right is an ultra-high resolution tiled wall 
built in 2012 using commodity HDTV displays. (© 2012, Trustees of Indiana University. Used with permission.)
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of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, 
servers, storage, applications, and services) that can 
be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction. 
(Mell & Grance, 2011) 

Key in cloud computing are on-demand self-service, 
broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, 
and measured service. The “Infrastructure as a Service 
(IaaS)” model provides resources such as storage and 
networks, and the ability to deploy and run software, 
which can include operating systems and applications.

Cloud providers offer large numbers of virtual 
machines (VMs) on a charge-for-service basis, where 
prices depend on the processing capability and amount 
of memory and may deliver many identical VMs to 
hundreds, thousands, or tens of thousands of customers.

Cloud computing facilities often have internal 
networks with limited bandwidth. Rackspace offers 
internal network speeds of 40 to 600 Mbps (Megabits 
per second) (Rackspace Cloud Computing & Host-
ing, 2013); Amazon Web Services offers 250 Mbps 
(Amazon Web Services, 2013). In 2013, in a high 
performance computer, 1 Gbps (Gigabit per second) 
is a low-performance interconnect and a 10 Gbps in-
ternal network connection is common – 40 times faster 
than the internal network speed of the Amazon Web 
Services cloud. Cloud services have smaller memory 
per VM (2 to 8 GB) than a supercomputer component 
of a major cyberinfrastructure system (64 GB to a 
terabyte of RAM per node). But the accessibility and 
flexibility make it attractive for many loosely coupled 
applications.

Choosing cloud computing vs. more traditional 
cyberinfrastructure depends on priorities: the flexibility 
to purchase resources based on need vs. the ability to 
control one’s own data. Commercial firms may choose 
the former; research organizations that depend on their 
own data stores may adopt cyberinfrastructure or private 
clouds (internal to a particular company).

Cloud computing and more traditional distributed 
cyberinfrastructure have complementary strengths and 
weaknesses. Neither a cloud nor a single supercomputer 
is cyberinfrastructure; either might be a component. 
Some claim cloud computing will obviate other forms 
of computing. Cloud computing and distributed cyber-
infrastructure are more likely to both remain important 
in research and commerce.

There are business cases for selecting cloud comput-
ing or local servers (Brumec & VrčEk, 2013; Marston, 
Li, Bandyopadhyay, Zhang, & Ghalsasi, 2011). Choos-
ing between cloud computing and cyberinfrastructure 
is more complicated. Cloud resources cannot always 
support the science applications that large-scale cy-
berinfrastructure can because low-latency internal 
networks or large amounts of memory are prerequisites. 
The cost of a supercomputer CPU hour may undercut 
one from a cloud provider. Such programs as Future-
Grid (FutureGrid, 2013) and Grid 5000 Grid5000, 
2013) enable experimentation in new cloud services.

Big data are characterized by size, structural 
complexity, high rate of production, and complexity 
in extracting meaning and in variety and nature of 
sources. Various cloud computing resources target 
types of big data problems, and include tools based 
on MapReduce (Apache Software Foundation, 2012; 
Indiana University, 2012). Big data and big compute 
(supercomputing) problems have a much in common.

Usability, Science Gateways, 
and Scientific Workflows

For years, researchers accessed advanced cyberinfra-
structure systems through command-line interfaces. 
Today science gateways provide powerful graphical 
user interfaces, but tend to be specific to analysis 
task. Sometimes development occurs in a vacuum, 
without the long-term planning needed for success 
and longevity. With an incubation program, gateway 
developers could share experiences and code and focus 
on elements unique to their communities. They could 
also access expertise needed for long-term success in 
such areas as business plan development, marketing, 
software engineering, security, usability and licensing.

Scientific workflows help manage the many scien-
tific processes that must work together to, for example, 
determine the structure of a chemical compound. 
Sometimes the scientist can do this manually; other 
times it is impossible.

Cyberinfrastructure needs improved collaboration 
tools. Today people stay current on friends through 
social media. Gateways can serve the same purpose 
in a science community and disseminate knowledge 
more quickly than reading scholarly articles. During 
the 2003 severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) 
breakout in Southeast Asia, dozens of scientists and 
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medical researchers collaborated remotely to under-
stand the source of the disease and its transmission. 
Collaboration tools sped up discovery and improved 
researcher safety. The nanoHUB gateway provides a 
collaborative cyberinfrastructure platform thousands of 
nanotechnology researchers use worldwide (nanoHUB.
org, 2013). Continuing to develop science gateways 
and workflow tools is needed for cyberinfrastructure 
to have the same impact on science that social media 
has on communication.

Visualization

The democratization of visualization systems made 
them more accessible but also prompted organizations 
to develop custom software tools and techniques for 
their display systems. This resulted in poor hardware 
and software standardization and interoperability. Later, 
efforts by the NSF (including TeraGrid and XSEDE), 
the National Institutes of Health, and the Department of 
Energy led to new de-facto standards for more sustain-
able, scalable, and sharable visualization tools. New 
efforts are beginning to reduce the unproductive vari-
ability in advanced visualization displays (Electronic 
Visualization Laboratory, 2004; IQ-Station, 2013). 
Although visualization in advanced cyberinfrastructure 
still faces challenges and opportunities, two areas are 
(re-) emerging: remote visualization and the tighter 
integration of visualization into the scientific workflow.

Remote visualization goes back to remote X-Win-
dows displays in the 1980s. With improved accessibility 
and greater need, visualization processes and tools are 
becoming more tightly integrated into the scientific 
workflow. Visualization is now critical in the explo-
ration and analysis stages of data-intensive research. 
Web-enabled visualization technologies are launching 
new opportunities and needs for visualization tools in 
domain-specific science gateways. As visualization 
grows more important in scientific discovery and rea-
soning, the need grows for more intuitive visualization 
tools and infrastructure.

Citizen Science and eScience

Science gateways have had a profound impact on citizen 
science, or the public contribution to scientific discover-
ies. Dozens of projects use citizen science in weather 
data, archaeology, biology (whale communication, 

ocean floor species diversity), and medicine (cancer 
research). Individuals have donated millions of hours 
analyzing vast stores of data. Projects such as Galaxy 
Zoo make astronomical images broadly available to 
students, hobbyists, and professionals, and dozens 
of scholarly papers have been published as a result 
of these efforts (Zooniverse, 2012). eScience is “the 
large scale science that will increasingly be carried out 
through distributed global collaborations enabled by the 
Internet” (National e-Science Centre, 2010), and which 
requires access to massive data collections, computing 
resources, and high performance visualization.

Campus Bridging

This approach to providing basic research cyberin-
frastructure aims to create consistency, flexibility, 
transparency, and virtual proximity. Users access 
distributed computational, storage, network, and vi-
sualization resources as if on the desktop. Internet2 
NET+ services provide cost-effective, easily accessed 
cloud and video services. Genesis II provides a globally 
federated file system and grid queues that can submit 
jobs to multiple resources. The Open Science Grid’s 
Campus Infrastructures Community BOSCO tool 
sets up job submission management from research-
ers’ machines. As campus bridging strategies mature, 
researchers will be able to start, modify, and extend 
science workflows between their own systems and 
national research systems.

Evaluation, Power, Disaster 
Resilience, Security

Cyberinfrastructure challenges include documenting 
return on investment and the growing cost of electricity 
to operate its supercomputers. Its scale heightens the 
risk of malicious action, and the need for cybersecu-
rity (Kshteri, 2013). On the other hand, physically 
disparate components provide disaster resilience and 
are important in industrial, sensitive, and university-
based research applications. The density of power use 
at any one location is less than the system’s total power 
consumption. These practical advantages and benefits 
suggest cyberinfrastructure will continue to exist in its 
own right and complement cloud computing.
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CONCLUSION

Cyberinfrastructure has evolved from supercomputer 
centers in the US and European Union into an integrated 
and distributed suite of powerful and flexible resources 
that surpass the capabilities of massive supercomputers. 
Integrating supercomputers, data resources, visualiza-
tion environments, and people, cyberinfrastructure 
extends the impact of information technology. In the 
private sector, it has led to new products, medical treat-
ments, and improved business processes that combine 
to improve the quality of human life. The future offers 
unbounded opportunities for science and society as new 
tools for visualization, science gateways, campus bridg-
ing, citizen science, and cloud computing evolve and 
deliver new capabilities to the public and the scientific 
and technical communities worldwide.
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KEY TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Campus Bridging: The seamlessly integrated use 
of cyberinfrastructure operated with other local or 
remote cyberinfrastructure as if they were proximate 
to the user.

Cloud Computing: Aims to deliver on-demand, 
affordable access to a distributed, shared pool of com-
puting and storage resources, applications, and services 
usually via the Internet to a large number of users.

Citizen Science: The work of individuals or teams 
of amateur, non-professional, or volunteer scientists 
who conduct research, gather and analyze data, perform 
pattern recognition, and develop technology, often in 
support of professional scientists.

Computational Grid: Hardware and software 
infrastructure that provides access to geographically 
distributed computational resources. Data grids focus 
on data analysis. Both can be components of cyber-
infrastructure.

Cyberinfrastructure: Cyberinfrastructure con-
sists of computational systems, data and information 
management, advanced instruments, visualization 
environments, and people, all linked together by 
software and advanced networks to improve scholarly 
productivity and enable knowledge breakthroughs and 
discoveries not otherwise possible.

E-Science: Computationally intensive science 
carried out through distributed global collaborations 
enabled by the Internet, involving access to large data 
collections, very large scale computing resources and 
high performance visualization.

Science Gateways: Community-developed tools, 
applications, and data integrated via a portal or a suite 
of applications, usually in a graphical user interface, 
and customized to the needs of specific communities.

Scientific Workflows: Sets of tasks done in a 
specific order during computational experiments. 
Tasks are usually scientific applications that may run 
on more than one resource in the cyberinfrastructure. 
Workflows accommodate conditional decisions, loops, 
and interactivity with human monitors at various stages.


